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While the day will begin dry and workable, that will only last until the midday when periods of rain arrive. These will generally be

light to moderate, but persistent enough to result in a washout through the second half of the day. Any lingering showers exit

around sunset. Friday will be warmer and generally nice before a few showers / storms become possible mid to late afternoon.

While not everywhere will see one, any storm can produce gusty winds and small hail along with brief downpours. Activity will

end in the early evening, followed by a quiet weekend. Temps will rise through that time, with excessive heat building for Sunday

and Monday with heat indices over 90 degrees.

HAZARD OVERVIEW
Hazard Thu Fri - Sat Description

Severe Weather None Moderate While storms will be scattered Friday Afternoon, any can contain

gusty winds of 40 - 60 mph and small hail.

Flooding None Low Any storms Friday Afternoon can result in brief downpours and minor

poor drainage / roadway flooding.

NEAR TERM FORECAST

Precip

Probability

Thursday

Turning cloudy. Periods of rain arrive 11AM - 1PM, continue through the afternoon before dissipating to

showers late.

0.10 - 0.20" of Rain

High 66 - 70 | SW winds 5 - 10 mph

Thu Night
Any lingering shower exits around sunset, then partial clearing.

Low near 65 | Light / Variable winds < 5 mph

SHORT RANGE FORECAST

Friday

Mostly sunny sky mixes with afternoon clouds, warm. Scattered showers / storms possible after 4PM.

40% chance for a Trace - 0.15" of Rain (locally higher)

A few stormsmay be severe in the afternoon with the risk of gusty winds and small hail

High 80 - 84 | SSW wind 7 - 15 mph

Fri Night
Any shower / storm ends by 8PM. Then remaining partly to mostly cloudy and muggy.

Low 66 - 70

Saturday
Mixed sun and clouds, a bit breezy.

High 76 - 80

MEDIUM RANGE FORECAST

Sunday
Mostly sunny, turning hotter and more humid.

High 85 - 90 (peak heat index near 95)

Monday
Partly sunny, hot and humid again. Showers and storms become likely late afternoon.

High near 90 (peak heat index near 95 again)

Forecaster: Joe Slezak
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